
Northolt High School
Scheme of Learning

Year group:
Year 9

Term:
Autumn

Unit duration:
10 weeks

Number of lessons:
28 singles

Unit title: Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde - exploring
human nature through character

Assessment outcome: Closed Book Essay Question (November) Fertile question? Who is the villain of this novella?
Knowledge that should be secure and will be tested throughout this unit. Start

RAG
End
RAG

Relevant Prior Units

1. Describe how the rich lived in Victorian London ● Sherlock Holmes - Victorian mystery writing
● The Tempest and Sherlock Holmes - Man’s Dual Nature
● KS3 Literary Heritage - crafting analytical essays
● Animal Farm - Characters can represent bigger ideas

2. Describe the structure of a mystery story
3. Define the terms ‘dual nature’ and ‘allegory’
4. Plan an analytical essay
Key skills/concepts/knowledge that students should cover Start

RAG
End
RAG

Key vocabulary/subject terminology :

● The Gothic
● gentleman
● morality
● duality
● society
● expectation
● representation
● reputation
● conformity
● repression
● experimentation
● judgement
● disposition
● primitive

By the end of the scheme you should be able to:
1. Summarise the plot of The Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde using
structural terminology.
2. Explain clearly how the events of chapters 9 and 10 illuminate our
understanding of chapters 1-8.
3. Describe the characters of: Utterson, Jekyll, Hyde, Lanyon and Enfield and
show an understanding that characters can represent specific ways of looking
at the same thing.
4. Select key quotations to comment on a character’s presentation.
5. Summarise the key contextual influences of the novella.
6. Summarise the influences on the author, Stevenson.
7. Synthesise multiple pieces of evidence to comment on meaning as
developed across a text.
8. Make connections between the events of the novella and Stevenson’s wider
meaning.
9. Sustain a thesis across a whole essay.
10. Evaluate a character against a statement.
Stretch. Key skills/concepts/knowledge that students should cover

● Explore alternative interpretations of an event/textual detail.
● Evaluate how effectively Stevenson uses the elements of The Gothic to achieve

his purpose
● Express a personal response to the presentation of Dr Jekyll.

Suggested materials teachers: Jekyll and Hyde text, selected
extracts, pre planned questions, timeline
Key home learning tasks -
Weekly teacher-set preparation, review and consolidation
activities to stretch and embed in-class learning.
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